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INTRODUCTION

In spi e of all the efforts that have been made to recru4'and

encourage women into traditionally male-dominated careers, the statis-
, /.

tics continue to be'discouraging. While it is not the pdrposi of thfs

monograph to belabor,these statistics, it may be helpful to Semind the

reasler of a few. Although women make Up the fastest growirig sector of .

) the labor force, the.average.salary fOr the woman with, a 011ege degree'

is about the same as the average salary for the male high school drop-

%

out.
1

Women still occupy only efew presidencies in public two- and,

2
four-year colleges. -The "old boy" network remains the primary ,recruit-

ment mechanism4for academic positions,
3

and the ratio of male.adminis-,

- trators in our elementary and.secondary schoolg is far in excess of the

ratio of male to female teachers.

Job discrimination is only part of thq problem. Why is it that s

one-third of all working women are concentrated in only severrjobs:

secretary, retail sales clerk, household worker, elementary teacher,
i,

.

f '4
Of

bookkeeper, waitress,,and nurse? ,

. .

1
-s

Whiteman, Marina, Hearings on'the Ecori/omic Problems of Women, Joint-
Economic Committee of Congress, 1973. .

t ,
.

2
Projece'on the Status and Educa'tiRn'of Women, On Campus with Women.
Vol. 18, October 1977.

3
American Council on Education, EducAtional Record, Vol, 57, No. 4,
Fall 1976. I

4
Bem, Sandra, add Dar;llem, Trainifig the Woman to Know'Her Place: The

Social Antecedelts of Women in theWorld of Work. Harrisburg, Pa.:
Pennsylvania DeOartment of Education, 19M. )

1
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Factors seem to be Operating that interfere with the motivation

of females to choose the traditional male-oriented occupations. Women

appear to have an Unconscious image that coMtricts their emerging self-;

concepts and the nature of their aspiratimis. A survey conducted with

1166 teachers in.the Cedar Rapids Comiunity School District in fowa
-

yieleWd the following data. 'When asked th question, "Have you ever

ft

considered a career in educational administrdtion?" Sixty-four perCent

of the male respondents answered in the affirmative, while only thirty-
.. .

one percent of the women said "yes.". 'Seventy-seven percent,of tfil

women stated that the main reason they would not consider a career in ,

educational administration was that they didn't think they.could succeed.

Only twenty-two percent of the men gave thts as a reason for not con-

sidering a,career in educational administration.

Even if discrimination in hiring school administrators wece corn-
,

pletely abolished, there might-not be a marked change in the ratio of

mate to female administrators.unless suitable intervention techniques

were employed. This monograph describes an eftective program for) encour-,

aging women and other minorities to become school administrators; it is

based upon the experiences of the authors in five Iowa school districts,

The program has tIlf.ee basiC facets. It can, over a period of three

. to five years, initiate subtle organizational changes that will set in
\,

motion a yrocess of succession to administrative positions.that does

not discriminate agaiAst women.'. It has d strong skillg-building coim-

ponent-.-strong enough to compensate for past socialization,.training, And.

tbe aspirational differences between men and women. Finally, the program

balances the'probabilit.i of real d'iange against,the threat felt by

'2
.



S.

LEVEL OF ASPIRATION

AWARENESS OF DISCRIMINATION

ADMINISTRATIVE PREPARATION

ENCOURAGEMENT NM OTHERS

EXPERIOTIAL COMPONENTS

SKILL-BUILDING COMPONENTS

COGNITIVE COMPONENTS

Figure I. Program Components Based Upon Needs Assessment Data

current administrators, who cannot be expected to embrace enthusias-

ticallx a program thit promises to modify the system with which they

have learned to cope.'

By administering the Needs Assdssment Form in Appendix A managers

of the-program in a given area can determine the.level of aspiration,

C.

the awareness of discriminatiOn as a factor in promotion, and the level

t

of administrative preparation of district teache ks well as the

amount and type of encouragement that various segments of the certified

staff have received from personal and professional sources. Although

these data are not mandatory in conducting the project, they are

beneffcial in plannling the activities to be included in the experienthl,

skill-building, and cognitive components of the project.

p.
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The ensuing chapters of this monograpK will address, n deta,i1.,

, the mechanics ofeestablishing and facilitating each program component.

:These chapte'rs will be followed by a summary Chapter discussing the

experiences of the authors while implementing the program in districts4
of various sizAs and ethnic compositions. We hope thatthis summarY

chapter will give the reader some general insight into pr4ect manage)

. ment, plus some helpful nints on how to infldete other districts to

e'v.tt

adopt and utilize this gogram in order to, move women and other minor-

ities into school administration.

-

4

S.
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CHAPTER ONE

ESTABLISHING AND MANAGING THE EXPERIENTIAL COMPONENT *.

, One of the'first'iasks in encouraging women and other minorities
4

to ehter school administration is to promote the awareness of discrimina-

\'
tion as a significant problem. This canIe done by sensitizing current

f /
adMinistratbrs, by develo6ing materials,,to convey the potenti l contribu-

%tion of women and other minorities, and by developing activiti s and

materials to deal.wtth the myth of female inferiority. Aspirations to

administrative careers may be*raised by activities end materials designed

to overcome the eiisting cultural bias jàinst career orientation for.

women and to counte ct the self-perpetuating pr:oblems of llmited self-

image on.the part oZwomen and other minorities. One example is a
,

set of strtictured,46raduated experiences that ilace the aspirant in '

leadership roles. The amount of time the leadership candidate can
4

spend in learning about and practicing leadership roles-defines the *

range orthese experiences.

SPONSORSHIP A

The sponsqrship progr is designed to fqrmalize, legitimize, and

. . 1 /r t

intervene in ehe presently informal "old boy" rfetwork of administrative
,

succession. lAnard A. Valverde, following an extensive study conducted

in the LoS Angeles
f
Unified School District, has written an enlighten-

ing analysis of how this informal process .
1

He states that

. 1
.Valverde, Leonard A., "Succession Socialization: Its Influence on School
gdministrative Candidates and Its Implications to the Exglusion'of
Minorities from Administration." ED 093052, 1974.

5
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s,

generally sponsorship is founded on favoritism, no't competition, and

that selection of a prot6g6e is based first on the degree of likeness

to the sponsor and second on professional tapability. He contjnues that'

1ponsors identify possible candidates for adoption by subconscious\

criteria.

Dr. Valverde states:

Although equal opportunity is a public assumption (official
stance) and succession socialization (unofficial practice)
is an institutional practice, both concepts are functional
within the public school system and cause a "split person-
ality." Succession socialization is the established practice.
It produces the type of administrator wanted by "insiders."
-Equal opportunity is used for the benefit-pf the general pub-
lic and complies with.regulations of "outsiders." .

Dr. Valverde follows with several conclusions that have implications

for the piministratie advancement of women and minorities. He states:

1. If a person does not have person41 qualities.reflective
of the sponsor, that person will not be subconsciously
identified.

2. Opportunities for sponsorship are limited, pariicularly
with today's economic Otuation, so restricted to thOse
most like the spontor.

3. If the district is not seeking a particular type of adminis-
trator, there will be no conscious effort to identify said
individual. .

4. If a person is n 'sponsored but is allowed to seek train-
ing, their treatment will be less favorable than that
delivered a prot6g6e.

4

5. If a person does not announce for candidacy, chances of
beim selected are greatly-Wminished.

The sponsorship program is designed to establTh a mechanim that

will provfde opportunity for informal contact between administrators and4

Staff members interested.in educational,leadership and to provide the

leadershiy candidate with information, advice, Visibility, and exper-

...

iences that will be helpful in career advancemenf:-

6 9
r'



A sponsorship committee is organized first. This commXtee con-

tacts certified staff members in order to identify peesons who wish to

be sponsored. .Each candidate is asked to list, in order of choice,

three adminstrators or administrative .positions of interest. The

5 onsorsap committee then contacts the administrators to see if they

'Ire willing to work with a given leadership candidate, and candidates

are paired with administrative sponsors. Support groups are also

established 'ha which candidates'meet Monthly to communicate problems,

accompiishments, and information.

- The sponsorship program can take as much or as little time during

the year as the sponsOr and leadership candidate, feel is needed. Some

districts do allocate the leadership Candidate one day of released time

from the classroom to work with the sponsor. Possible activities of,

the candidate are in'cluded in Appendix B.

A variety of activities-can be included in the program. Leader-
. .

ship candidates may attend the following f'unctions wiih their sponsors:

a board meeting, a workshop, professional-organization meetings, a

luncheon meeting, functions to which the sponsor is invited because ofh

affiliation with the school district, and any other actIvtties th6

'sponsor thinks'appropriate. The candidate may observe the 5ponsor

4

conducting a meeting and interviewing prospective employees, and the
1

'sponsor may assign the candidate a responsibility WO as chairing a

,committee, being a member of a commit ee, or representing the sponsor

at a meeting. The candidate may sp d several hours working with the

sloonsor on a project for which the sponsor is responsibl



We strongly recommend that each leadership candidate and sponsor

meet together, each month at planned times. Tdpics to discuss at these

meetings include: certification requirements or other requirements for

the administrative position, job description, interview skills (role

playing suggested), administrative structure, budget procedures, the
4

sponsor's career path, scheduling, community-relations skills, policy
a

and decision making on building and district levels, impact of negotia-
.

tion; daily rOutine and commitments, handling adverse criticism,

responsibilities of the school board, line/staftorganizational patterns,

and compensation in an administrative position. See Appendix B.

1. Most large school districts have tended to select administrators
by an informal system based on "sponrship" of persons mirroring
the image of existing administrators rather than by the formal
process of evaluating professional competence. While this informal
system has worked well in many cases, itjhas generally excluded
women and those who are cUlturally different.

2. All staff memb s who misght be interested in educational leadership
need an opportu for this informal kind of ontact, 'Which was
formerly available to only a few.

3. FrOuently, through such contacts, a person can accurately assess
his/her interest in and aptitude for an administrative career.

4. Visibility to significant adMinistrat rs is vital to any person who
aspires to advancement in educational adership. These persons
need an opportunity to demontrate their abilities and to make their
interest known.

-5. In view,of Title IX requiremen the district needs to provide
leadership opportunjties for wonien and to make an effbrt to
identifrwomen who may be considered-for advancement.

.7\

Figure 2. Why a Sponsorship Program Is Necessary

8
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1. To increase awareness among district administrators of the poten-
tial leadership ability in women and other Onorities, thus helping
to erase biases which are destructive to our educational goals.

2. jo'encourage potential leaders-by O'Xing them an opportunity to
assess their interest in and aptitudeNfor administration.

*

3. To improve understanding between staff aid administrators ih a
district.

4. To aid in the identi . ion of future adm nistrators and 156-rsons
who can provide leadership for special sitj ations within the dis-.
trict.

5. To provide visibility for persons who aspire io educational leader-
ship.

Figure 3. Objectives of the Sponsorship Program

The support groups meet bn a regular basis So that leadership 63ndidates
can explore mutual concerns and interests related to the sponsorship pro-
grams and to their personal career goals. The monthly agenda is determined
by each support group, viith assistance provided by the sponsorship coMmittee.
Attendance is an integral part Of partici-patidn in the sponsorship program.

Figure 4. What Are Sponsorship Support Groups?

9
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-'''RESPONillILITIES OF LEADERpIi5'CANBIDATE

.
,

f :. 1

: 1.:_Milke am-initial coptact With your sponsor before November'1.
2. -Let yoUr sponsor know what'you:hope to gain from parncipation

, Jin ttp sponsorship program.
3.' Record ail of the activitie4,.dates, and:poirits earned in your

.,

contact With your sponsor. '

4. ReqUestesub'5titute time,tOtool4 the offite, prlferAlratjeast
one week in a4Agance.. .;

.
-

,

5. Be prompt. and Ilii@ent in.keering appointmentl.,cAtteifipt tb arrange
the time of your'nfx:Vmeetiritg,at the end of each 60ssimi with your

, e
sponsdr. -

, .

- ...`' 1 o - .

6. Complete a periodic report to tiesponbc.thip commiItie.N
,)

7.. AdOse,Spdh!orship committee if:'you are'expertencing any difficul-
ties in working with.your spoksor:

,8.2 Attend support group's r@gulArly.'

.1.,

RESPONSIBILITIES OF SPONSOR:

1. Schedule regular meetings withlour leadersbipcandidate. (Take
the initiative, as s/he may be hesitant to askPforyou time.)

2. Advise leadership cedidate as early as possTble if cannot
keep an appointment:

3. Take the initiative in suggesting activttles in,which - your Leader- '

ship candidate might become involv d. Plan S4ad to alJow
to arrange for a substitute, lif n es4ary. .

8e honest and reali provi,ing the kind:of id matton'and.

advice that will be helpful to suleadership candid te. Idegttfy
.matters that require nfident lity. *-

5. 'Go over the suggested .ac es with your candidate and try"-to .

include leadership experiences to sa.tisfy some of the points
required.
Notify:the office if you are havtng any prOblemsf:-

.
.- 0 .?

A . ,
A '

,
, ,0. '

RESPONSIBILITIES OF SPONSORSW,_COMMITTEE: 7n

. 4a

1. Contact and inform sponsors of the objai?ves and responsibilities
, involved in the program: Get permission:rOr assignment of leader-
': ship.candidates. .

2. Notify leadership candidates of astignment and conduct orientation
meeting prior to,beOnning.of activities between leader:ship candidates

A i
and sponsors.- -'

.

.
.

Resolve any problems between leadership candidates and sPonsors.
Make'new assignments'if necessary. .

,

,
.

, qrganize.supportAroups.and give anfaSsistance.needed to make-them
suceesSf01: -....

z'-

Monitor and evaluate the.p6grom.
-

, ,...,...? ,

..',

a.

ure Aes,..t*ibilifies: -Leadership Candtdate, Sponsor, SponsorOlip Committee

.

.0



MINI-3NTERNSHIP (k)
o.

The.second level in the experiential component is the mini-internship

program. This ten-day experience is offereeto a limited number of staff

members who may or,may not have.previously been enrolled in the sponsbr-

ship program.. The.more in-depth mini-internship program provides an

opportunity for individuals to explore their interest and potential in the

area of administration and is designed.to increase their understanding of

administrative skills and functions. The experience may involve building-

level or central-office placement and:can be arranged either in terms of

a position (e.g., building administrator;.Director of Personnel) or of

a function (e.g., budget, curriculum planning, evaluation).

The number of mini-internshipesitions is limited only by the funds

the sponsoring organization wishes to commit to the program. This is

more expensive than the:sponsorship program, because.it involves 'provid-

ing substitute teachers for five days in order to release the interns

from their regular assignments. Since the number of positions is limited,

ana in order to give the leadei-ship candidate some structured experience

in applying for administrative jobs, the prospeciive intern undergoes a

. selecpon proces. The applicant submitSO4 written application with a

vita and 'references. Applicants a're then interviewed -before the final
S.

selectiogi's made. Appendix B contains the formal application form;4a

sheet listing the criteria used for evaluating the vitae of the appli-
\

cants, and an intervlew-evaluation sample form.

In addition to'Ypending five days away from:their teaching assign-

ments in order to work with administrators, the interns also commit them-

selves to spend five days outside school hours to attend management-skills

-
seminars and to work on district or building projects. The intern is



ot

paid fortilis time at an hourly rate considerably less than that-fa-

, f
Leaching. Attendance is also required at one of two.evening meetings.

At these meetings, internsAather in a mutually suppoftive environment
t

to share their experiences and.eXplore areas of concern.
. ,

I. Submit a timeline for your internship.

2. Describe your project in,the form of key,tasks
,

3.- Attehd at least.p6:of_Wo support meetings.

4. Attend a111 marAgement-skiliS meetings.

'S. Include in your experience a one-da9,observation at 4, school
of a different level than your regular assignment.

6. Submit a brief final report des.cribing your exp,rience and
your reaction to it.

7. Complete an objective evaluation.of the internship.

8. Submit a project repo'rt4;

9. Act in a professional mannerespect, confidentiallly.'
//

A

Figure 6: Intern's Responsibilities

7v



I. Secondary Principal

2. Elementary Principal

3. Director of Personnel

4: Coordinator of Math/S ence

qo
5. Executive Director Secondary Education

6; Administrative Assistant for Information Services

7. Director of Purcfiasing

8. Coordinator-- Learning Resources.

91. Executive Director-- Pupil Personnel

Figure 7. Exa41es of AdmiOstrative Position

Budget Development
A

2. 6urriculum Planntng ,

3. Community Reltations

4. Staffing

5. Optional Programs

6. Handlin Discipline

7. -Super ision of Personnel

8. Evaluation

1.

Figure 8: Examples ofAdministrative Function



Why i5 this program an essential part of the experientiat com-
. .

ponent? It may be poSsible to argue that there is no need for an

intermed4ory.step between the sponsOrship program and .a formal adminis-
.

trative internship. The fo11owin4srationale can be used for including

this step.

I. It is primarily through 'experience that potential leaders are
likely to raise their aspirations and see more realistically
their own.potential, the biases that exist, and the requisites
of administrative,pbsitions.

2. Potential leaders need opportunities to,appraise their skills
'and interests without having to take as large a sfep or make
as long-term a commitment as a full-time internship would entail.

3. The program allows persons with leadership potential and/or
administrative aspirations to gain visibility within the school
district.

The mini-ihternship experience can increase underStanding of
administrative Toles and imprbve communication between the . 7'

building.and the'central office.

5. Thefull-time administrative internship is too restrictive to
allov all leadership aspirants maximum visibility).

INTERNSHIP

The full-time administrative internship is a more familiar program

and will not 15e addressed in detail here. Generally, a district employs

one to four administrative interhs, depending on the' length of time an

intern.is to be involved.in administration. We recommend a district

select,two elementary and two secondary interns 'to work for one semester.

The other semester the intern can work at his/her regular teaching

assignment. The interns should be selected in a manner similar to that

employed in selecting the mini-interns.

1
14-
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C,HAPTER TWO

COGNITIVE AND SKILL BUILDING COMPONENTS

7> ORGAN I ZAT I ONAL,. BEHAV I OR

This chapter presents a collection of behavioral studies conducted,

by and in various organizations. They are not sequentialor even related,

but are examples of how "esoteric" or 1:academic" research can'have a

very practical application. They suggest the range of huni'aen behavior

'in organizatiOns. Five topiclore outl+ned in this chapter:

Selection One: Small group Ecology

tit
I. This study concentrates on two aspects ifif small group ecology --

the way groups arrange themselves under various conditions and -

the way in which the resultinglarrangements affect communication,

productivity, and soCial relationships.

A. There has been a movement (since about 1960) to use the

arrangement of people as an independent variable in research

Itudies.

B. The'distinction between.jace-to-face working grodk (small

,

group ecology) and larger,goups (demography, human
QP
ecology,

geography) is significant.

Small group spat'ial arrangements are the result of

Is. Group task;

2. Quality,or nature of relationships within the group;

3. Personalities of the individuals; and

4. Amount and kindfof space available..



rhe resulting arrangement in turn affects

iloCommnication;

2. Friendships; &rid

3. Status distinctions.

II. Findings

ik Relational space has implications for:

e.c

1. The expressive values of opposite and adjacent location's;

.2. Speaking sequences .and frequencx related to locatien;

3. Speaking sequence and frequency related to amount of

leadership;

4. Task dommitment and enjoyment according to location;

5. Speaking sequence and frequency in leaderless groups.

Fixed locations affect:

1. The "head chair";

2.. The non-random selection of location;

3. Leader and subordinate seating relatio ps;..
076.

4. Cooperating"pairs, conversing pairs, and competing

C: Individual dtstance affects:

1. Distance and opposite/adjacent seating,choices;

2. Private and public seating choices;

'3: Psychological reactions unrelated to topics.

III. ImOlications.and applications of small group ecology findings

A. Planning for interacting and non-interacting groups;
4

B. Analysis of informal power structures;

C. Malys s of intentions by selection of seat location;

D. Use of barriers (dividers, furniture, plapts, etc.) to

pairs.

00

4
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encourage or discourage selected behaviors;

E. Significanee of small group ecology findings for settings

which.cannot be controlled by occupants (schools, nurS'ing.
,

homes, etc.).

Selection Two: Groups and Intergroup Relationships

I. Am 0,0anation of groups, bofh formal and inforMal, their

furons and needs, and the consequences of competition. 1

A. Organizations are formed to -increase the predictability of
.

a specific outcome. .Once an organizatiOn is formed, groups

appear based upon a division of labor, followed by groups

based upon the psychological needs of the members.

B. Definition: A group is any number of people whO

1. Interact with one another;

2. Are psychologically aware of one anOther; and

3. Perceive themselves to be a group.

C. Types of groups

1. Fowal groups: line and staff groups which are assigned

functions which pertain to the accgmplishment of organiza-

tional goals.

2. Informal groups: groups wh3ch transcend the purposes for

which formal groups are est blished (in both Korea and

Viet Nam, the deliberate'prevention of the fOrmation Of

informal groups was an essential part of the "brainwash-

ing': process), Informal *ups provtde:

1
Schein, Edgar H. Oraanizational Psychology. Englewood Cliffs,.New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1970, pp. 80-103.

17
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II

k

A

a. an outlet for,affiliation needs -- friendsh*

support, caring;

b. a means for developing and enhancing or confirming

identity and self-esteem;

c. a means of establishing and testing reality and

assumptions;

d.
. .

a means for increasing security;

6. a means for avoicking boredom,
1

providing stimulation,

and bringing npw members into the group.

Intergroup competitionconsequences

A. 4ithin the group:

I. Cohesiveness increases; less differing.

2. Climate changes from casual, playful, to strong task

orientation.

3. Leadership patterns change from participatory to

authoritative, even authoritarian.

4. Group moves toward greater structure.

6. Group demands for increased member conformity increase.

B. Between competing groups:

01. Each group sees other a4 enemy. \
2. Ea,ch group experiences distortions of perception.

3., Hostility Ancreases, communication decreases, favoring

retention of stereotyping.

4. Members listen to outside information seleatively.

1
Roy, Donald F. "flanar4 Time: Job Satisfaction and Informal Interaction,"
Human Organization, Vol. 18, No.,4, (1960), pp. 158-168.
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C. For the winnAg.group:
(

1, Even greater cohesion;

2. Less competitive'spirit, complacency;

3. High concern for member needs, low concern for task;

ir
4,, Confirmation of all stereotypes.

D. For the losing group:

1. Tendency toward denial 6f reality, rationaiizationci

2. Unresolved conflicts surface;

3. Increased tension, readiness for task, a need to blame--

a "lean and hungry"_state; -

4. Low intragroup cooperation, low concern for member n
4

* high concern for gettipg even;

5. Reevaluation of perceptions forced by cognitive dissowce.

E. Reducing the negative consequences of intergroup competition

can be accomplished by:

1. Locating common enemy or shifting cOnflict to a higher

level;

I
, 2. Locating superordinate goal requiring cooperation;

3. Training groups to compete productively:,

4..Bringing sub-groups of competing groups together.

Selection Three:' Authority and Democracy in Organization

I. )4 study utilizing a participatory style of supervision as the

dependent variable, identifying other variables which cause

supervisors to function in a participatory manner.1

T---
Mohr, Richard, "Authority and Democracy in Organizations." Speech at
the University of Iowa, 1975.
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A. Foci: the technical/professional lievel of ehe supervisor,

the technical/professional level of the subordinate, and the'

supervisor's concern for status.

B.. Findings:.

1. The higher the concern for status, the lower the concern

for participatory decision making.

2. The technical/professional level of the subordinate%is

not.a good predictor of participation in equal status sets.
,

3. The technftal/professional level of the suborcthTa'tefs a

good predictor of participation in unequal status sets.

4. "Affect" seems to affect equal statUs groups more than

unequal status groups:,

5. The greater the psychological distance between supervisor
4

and group, the greater attention to task.

6. All subordinates, reOrdless.of technical/professional

level, refer to a "sphere of ntitained authority";

7. The smaller the "sphere of retained authority," the

greatvr the reported participation in decision making;

the larger the "sphere ef 4taine4 authority," the

smaller the reported participation inAecision making.

1. Measurement of participation in decision making, es-

pecially reported participation, affects perceptions of

?participating.

2. Technical/professionai status affects actual participa-
k

tion in decision Making, but not necessarily reported

Participation.

20 1 93



II. Additional thouglats:

A. "Democracy" in organizations ts usually defined as "power .

equalization."

B. "Power equalization" is inefficient in complex organizations.

C, Organizations Iave an empirical distribution of power, and

"democracy"..consists of following these empirical power

distributions.

D. Defining "demaracy" for others is probably an untebable

ab

position.

Selection Four: Authoritarianism

1

Sales, Stephen IL "But as for Me, Give Me Libertyt-or Give Me, Maybe,
a Great Big, 'Strong, Powerful Leader I Can Honor, Admire, Respect, and
Obey," Psychology TodaY, Ndvember 1972, p. 94. .

I. An examination of the characteristics, determinants, and behaviors

of the authoritarian personality.
1

II. Characteristics:

A. lendency toward conformity;

B. Intolerante of.outgroups;

C. Admiration for those who wield power;

D. Aversion to weakness and ambiguity;

E. Cynicism;

F. High religiosity.

III. Determinants:

A. Raised by failure, lowered by success;

B. Related to acceptance of responsibility for actions;

21 9
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Raised bly being forced,into conditions of submissiveness;

D. Raised by need to repress hostility toward 9arents, powers,
0

or agencies.

IV. Reacction to stress situation:.

A. Shows little initiative,-turnsto superior for help;

B. Looks for protection;

C. Rationalizes;

D. Will not (and cannot) tolerate role conflict;

E. Will lash out at sbbordinates_

V. Momentum

PROPENSITIES > PROCEDURES -----> IDEOLOGY

,"A" CHARACTER
AP

VI. The "authoritarian" type on the job:

A. Adheres to pivotal and peripheral job expectations;

B: Does not provide undistorted feedback;

C. Does not provide dissent in the decisiojmiking process;

D. Does not encourige achievement in ordinates;

E. Does give reliable role perf mance under safe conditions.

7

Selection Five: Cognitive Dissonance

*I. A discussion1 of dissonance as a motiVating device, motivation

being the propensity of an individual to behave in a given

manner.

1
Festinger, Leon, A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance: Palo Alto, Calif.:

Sianford University Press, 1957.

's
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Background: the individual strives iar consistency within.

.himSelf/herself. Opinions and attitudes tend to exist in

clusters which are internally,consistent. There is the same

kind of consistency between what a person knows or believes

and what he/she does. 'tut obviously, people can do one:

thing while believing another; for example,,smoking. This
7

"inconsistenCy is,rationalized or dealt with in a 'number of

wayS, all of which are.intended to bring harmony between

belief or knowledge and actions.

1. The smoker.may believe that he/she enjoys smoking too

much to quit, that the risk is worth it.

2. The smoker may believe the chance of getting cancer iS

not as high as some would have him/her believe.

3. The smoker may believe he/she cannot avoid every possible

dangerous contingency and still live.

4. tir, the smoker believes he/she-v=1'd gain weight if he/she

stoppeq smoking, which is equally dangerous. But some-

times these rationalizations fail and the'individual-i

.left with an inconsistency between what he/she believes

what he/she does. This inconsistency is called dissonance.

t. The existence -of dissonance is psychologi,cally uncomfartable,
,

and the individual will attempt to minimize or elimlnate

the dissonance.

C. Dissonance, or the "existence of nonfitting relations among

cognitions," is a motivating factor in its own right.

4 *

4,
f .
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Sourcee-of dissonance:

'

A. klogical incpnsistoncy;

B. -Cultural mores;

.c. Nonfifting cogivitioris between sub-set opinions Or sub-

components of larger opinions; -,

.

I)

D.' Experience.
.

III. Reductiorrof dissonance:
.;

A. fhe presence Of dissonance Causes pressures to eliminate or

at least reduce disonance. The,stronger the preSsures to

'reduce the dissonance,, the stronger the motivation to

change'something in the environment)or in the relevant

bepef system.

'Dissonance canb redUced

.1. Changing a behavioral element;

2. Changing.an environmentl element;

3:Adding new cognitive elements.

POWER, INFLUENCE,'RESPONSIBILITY, AND AUTHORITY
IN DECISION MAXING

,1(

Women aspire,to organizational powet, the caPabilitY to affect

peciple and effect change. fl probIelit is Opt people-,men and women--

don't understand POWER; 1NFLU CE REYPONSIBILITY, or AUTHORITY'as they'

pertain to intracOmpany politics and organizational,interactiOn. People

do not.think consciously or analytitalliabout power-sauthority-influence

'24
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relationships for at leasi:two reasons. First, people are reluctant

ideal wriously with the dimensions of power and influence And, to

:a lesser extent,,authority, beCause all of us have had, negative stereo-

types of power and inflUence And authority drummed into us, have had

Th negative experiences with them, and have been trained to'reg*rd a

strong drive for power and other potentially maniPulative mechanisms

as unattractive features. The second reason people handle power,
fa

influence, and authority badly or not at all is apparent in the.sloPPY

'way in which the terms are used. They are used interchangeably in our

writing and conversdtion even tho4gh there are signiiicant differences

among,them.

When people are unable to analyze and understand the dynamics of

4't
organiza6onal interaction, they select behaviors, tactics and strat-

egies,on a random basis. They try to app4power when they really'

don't have.any, or use a low level of authority when influence would

be more effective, or use influence when A simple, direct appeal to t

authority would suffice. .This is. inefficlent and ineffective.

aavid McClelland, author of The AchievingSociQty, says that

"contrary to what one might think, a good manager is not one who deems

personal success most important or who is pepple oriented, but one who

likes power. Following is an outline of the main points.of his article

in'the,Harvdrd BusineSs Review.

I. POWER-INFLUEN6E-RESPQNSIBILITY-AUTH0RITY7-Definitions

A. Power

I. The cdpability to reduce the options of.others to a
a

dichotOmOus choice: compry.or die

Dtivid. "Power Is the-Great Motivdtor," Harvard 4usiness

RevieW, March-April 1976, p. 100.
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1

Barnard, Chester. The Functions of the Execa)tive. Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1968.

The capabi4ity to achieve ends WIthout using means

3. In tern of del101ep, the extent to which you can limit

the options of others

B. Influence

I. .The capability to affect outcomes without limiting options

2. Affecting outcomes without responyibility for consequences

3. Utllizing means to achieve endsI.
A

4. Managing through manipulation: people or environment

(motivation)

C. Responsibility--accountabilitytfor the performance or non-

performance of assigned &ties. (Responsibility is a two-

stage accountability process, not delegable beyond that.)

D. Authority

1. "The character of a communication in a formal organiza6on."1

2. The right to exercise command,(lihe or; 1 itimate authority).

3. The number of_incentives at one's command (rewar4,authOrity)

4. The amount of knowledge one can bring io bear on a sub-

stantiVe problem eXfOrt'ailithority)'

5. Sheer force of personality, emotional appeai, often with

sexual oyertones (chailstatic authority)

6. The'eapacity to-generate in others a desire to emulate

(reierbrit authority)

7. Sphere of indifferente and sphere of retained authority

8., AuthOrita4iani,spi

t

4 !

er
'26
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II. POWER=INFLUENCE-RESPONSIBILITY-AUTHORITY,Relatiftships

A.. Responsibility is related to authority but not to power

I

or influence.

B. Power may or may not be an,extension of authority.

C. You cannot use influence from a knole;ower base.
-

D, l'ou cannot use influence from a line aUthority,base.

E. You canVikinfluence from an expert aut ority base.

F. You can use'influence from a charismatic uthority base.

G. You can 'escalate fromHan authority base, if ou also have

power.

Levels of Performance. Types of Organizations, and Degreeef

Involvement of Members
I/

*

A. Levels of Performance 6

1.

.1

1. Compliance

2. Identification

3. Internalization

B. Types of Organizations1 (See rxhibit 10.)

1. Coercive

2. Utilitarian

3. Normative

Types of Members
2

(See Exhitiq 10.)

1. Alienative

Z. Calculative

3, Moral

r
Schein, Edgar Ft 0Wganizational Psycholgay Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:

prentice-Hall, 1970, p.

p
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0.1

COtRCIVE UTILITARIAN NORMATIVE

ALIENATIVE

CALCULATIVE-
,

MORAL .

Identification

Int

Etzioni Grid
1

IV. Simulation: Narrative Incidents;Combining P-1-R-A Analyses,

organizational, and Member Analyses, Vehicle-Intent Matching,

OP

t. OS

Predictable Outcomes

A. Manager-CEO 'Speaking: "All middle and upper level manage-

ment personnel-will, as a conditie of employment, actively

participate in twelve management training units each year."

1. Does the action or statement limftthe options of others?

If so, how? How strong is the action or st efkqnt? (See

Extiibit 1.)

. Can'the actin or statement affect an outcome without

limiting the options of.others?

3. Does theeLaction or,statement have "authoritarian" over-

tones? What kind of authority is being invoked?

4., Is the situation normative, utilitarian, or coercive?

Are the recipients of the action or statement in a

moral, calculative, or alienative posture?

6. Isthe.intent of the action or statement compliance,

%identificationor internalization?

4.

Schein, Edgar H. Organizational Psychology. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1970, pp. 51-55.t
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7. Wilat is the likely result of this.transactiOn?

8. What is the ideal "mix" of Ower, influence-, aut.hority,

responsibility, member attitude, situation, and intent?

B, Second simulation

C. Third simulation

D. Fourth simulation

V. Decision-Making Procedure Utilizing P-I-R-A (See Exhibit 2.)

A. Problem stateme6

B. Criteria selection.

I. Intent

2. Level of concern

3.-NUmber of people affected

4. Direct resources required
)

5. Ease of modification

6. Others

.c

a. Need for visible participation

b. LikeliHood of misinterpretation

c. Etc.

C. ideighting

I. Each item on firstline (compliance, low, few, little,

easy) = 1 point.

2. Each item on second line (identification, medium? some

hard) - 2 points.

3. Each item on third line (internalization, high; many,

much, near impossible) = 3 points.

Total point value of 5-7 or 8 = Decision Mode #1--UNILATERAL.

29
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A
4

5. Point value olk0 or 9-11 = *Decision Mode #2--A deccsiOn
process combining various kinds and levels of input with
a.personal management style (see Exhibits 3 through 8 for
examples of Decision Mode #2 possibilities). ..

)
6.. Point value .0 11+ = Decisiom Mode #3.

D. Decision Mode #2 Options (ee Exhibits 3 through 8.)

1. Authoritarian (See Exhibit 4.)

Z. Convergen% with line resolutibn (See Exhibit 5./r.:

. 3. Divergenewith line restlution (See Exhibit 6.)

4. Divergent With staff resolution (See Exhibit 7.) .

1 5. Semi-divergent with line resolution (See Exhibit 8.)

E. Decision Mode #3 Input Choices (See Exhibit 9.)
at

I. Option matrix

14 2. .Shared weighted

r 3. Zerd-base voting scale

4, triucational hearing

5. Delphi

6. Limited Delphi.

VI. 'Summary (See Exhibits 10 and'11.)

a

\

A. Power, influence, and authority are different and lead to

different results.

R. Power as concept equals a way of thinking about trans,-

.actions in aeorganization. POwer as a drive explains

achievement in-many organizations where other drives do not

apply. Power as a tool is a strong motivating device.

Authoritarianism is the negative face of power and is a

destructtve style. It is a dispositi.6 uniting zealous

.obedience to a hierarchic superior,,obsequiousness. and

a.
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A

sycdphancy toward the strong6r, and overbearfngand scorn

ful'behavior toward those who are weaker.

D A Normativ6 organization with Moral meMbers is prerequisite

to Internalization of task.

E The power drive can be a strong motivator as long as it is

internal and not external, and it'is one of the variables

which management can control. ,Powei- as an extrinsic, exter-

nal tool has serious drawbacks'.

F. Power, influence, responsibility, and authority can be

defined and quantified in such a manner as to make them

viable decision4aking tools.

r',

31
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' Exhibit 1

POWER, INFLUENCE, RESPONSIBILITY, AND AUP4ORITY
=1 y

IRANSAOTION ANALYZER AND RF:ADY REFERENCE

(i) Situation, action, statement, etc. (Vesaibe btiegy)

e

0 P O.W E R :

,

A. Does the action or statement limit the options of others? Yes No

If yes, how? -

4

B. How strong is tA action or statement?

LOW

1 X

INFLUE CE:
A. Can the action or statement affect an outcome without limiting

the options of others? Yes No

B. If yes, what is the source of the influence?

3 4

HIGH (1044 o job)

5

t.

1/4

AUTHO.RITY:

A. Does the action or'statement have "authoritarian" overtones? Yes No ,

B: Who is going to grant the authority?

C. What kind of authority is being attempted?

Line? Charismatic?
A.

Expert? Reward/Punishment?

Referent?

33 3r
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(i) Is the situation NORMATIVE?

UTILITARIAN?

COERCIVE?

Are the recipients of the action or statement in a "Moral," "Calculative," 9r

"Alienative" posture?

(17) Is the.intent ol the action or statement

(Ririe) mpliance?
(do it; be them...)

(Role) Identification?

(suppokt it)
4 .

Internalization?
.(betieve7 cake)

CO What is the Likely result of this transaction?

What is the ideal "mix" of power, influenceirauthority, member attitude, situation,

and intent?

4,1
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PROBLEM STATEMENT:
iYECISI -MA-KING PROCEDISRE

4

CRITERIA/fOR DECISION MODE . (Cikcee One in each cotumn)
1. / r

(1), ; (2) (3), (4) (5)

INTEV 'OEL OF NO. PEOPLE DIRECT RESOURCES EASc OF
CONCERN AH-ECIED RE(UIRED MODIFICATION

COMPLIANCE LOW FEW LITTLE EASY-4.D M MODt #1

IDENTIFICATION MEDIUM SOME , SOME HARD - // 0. D-M MODE #2
NEARLY

INTERNALIZATION HIGH 'MANY MUCH IMPOSSIBLED-M MODE #3

,.DECISION MODE TO BE USED. (C,i4c,a one)

Ui
D-M #1 UNIL5ERAL

D-M #2

1.

mD-M 6 JOTAL STAFF INVOLVEMENT USING VARIOUS GROUP DtCISION-MAKING TECHNIQUES. , x
THE OUTCOME MUST BC SUPPORTED BY ALL (hee Exhibit 9).

.1"

rt:

IN)

RESOLUTION:



C71

PROBLEM IDENTIFLCATION: ANALYSIS OF THE SITUATION--DISCREPENCY, SHORTFALL, ETC., AND

POSSIBLE EXPLANAT'IONS. DEVIATION FROM THE NORM OR IDEAL1

CONDITiON S: THE CONDITIONS WHI6 MUST PERTAIN AFTER THE PROBLEM IS SOLVED,

I.E., WHAT MUST THE SOLUTION ACcOMPLISH?,
c

C ONSTRAPNT S: THE CIRAMSTANCES WITHIN WHICH THE SOLUTION MUST BE FOUND,

E.G., 14110NEY, STAFF, POLICY, ETC.

A. G. THE ADVISORY GROUP, COUNCIL PANEL, ETC., WHICH THE ADMINISTOCTOR

UTILIZES FOR SHARED DECISION-MAKING INPUT.



ADM.

AUTHORITARIAN

Ft

./1.7n
,0*

4)1/

;/

PROBLEM
IDENTi-

FICATION
CONDIT.IONS

I

CONSTRAINTS

de

:41

SOLUTION.
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ADM. CONDITIONS CONSTRAINTS SOLUTION

01

RESOLUTION

PROBLEM
IDENTI-
FICATION 4ei

A.G.
c

MODIFI-
CATION

-CONVERGENT in terms of solution-generating potential, line-oriented .W ine 'resolution.

7'

. .

4.

". .

A.. 3



C.

ADM.

kr)

a

PROBLEM
IDENTI-

FICATION
CONDITIONS

MULTIPLE
SOLUTIONS

CONSTRAINTS

0

SELECTION

OR

RANK ORDER

DIVERGENT in terms of solution-generating potential, staff-oriented -with regard to input
opportunity, wiAh line resolution.

kw'

0

RESOLUTION



PROBLEM
IDENTI -

F ICATION

A . G.

CD

MULTI PLE

SOLUTI ONS

CONOITIONS

' -s%r.,P

CONSTRAINTS
ACCEPTABLE
SOLUTIONS

g

DIVERGENT in terms of solution-generating potential, shared solution responsib lity
with staff resolution within line parameters.

v.

vIv

RESOLUTION

rn,
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ADM.'

4

............

PROBLEM
IDENTI-
FICATION

CONDITIONS

MULTIPLE
1 N i

.

SOLUTIONS

SEMI-DIVERGENT in terms of solution-genet'ating potential (solutions after conditions),

4). staff solution,responsibility, with l.ipe resolution.

fo.

4

OISTRAII&TS

SELECTION

41:
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DECISION CODE #3 CH1OICES

Exhiblt 9

()MONS

ORMUMMIX
PAM kICHTING

I

i

4

2

3

2

3

2

3

7
iv
1

I.

2.
4 4 4 4

3 g 7 A

5 5 5
5. 7

6.

6 6
7. 7 11

a.
7

P5*24RO-EVOIVOTIN3 SCALE
(competitive alternaTiWi necessary)

1. Each person is provided a complete set of "solutgons."
2. The group meets to discuss each "9blution."
3. Each person votes on a fixed scale, with either the

average or total points determining the ranking.
4. The preliminary-consenSus is displayed and discussed

,to identify any misunderstandings.
5. Eacji person votes on each "solution" again.

Activity is mandated or a minimum requirement

Solution (package) is good, but would be among
the first to go in a crunch
DECISION POINT
Solution (package) is good, and would be among

4---the first approved if the spending level were
increased

4--Not worth serious discussion at this time

*Peter Pyhrr's Pragmatill/Pointscore Procedure, from ZERO-
BASE BUDGETING COMES OF AGE, by Logan M. Cheek

, EDUCATIONAL HEARING

PHASE I Solution generation (Identify a broad
range of options orcompeting alternatives)

PHASE II Solution selection (Limit the possible
-s-O-Ttaions to a manageable number)

PHASE III - Argument_oreparation (Preparation of
formal arguments fdr each remaining

\solution

1

PHASE IV Prehearing (Each team reviews the other
leam's'arguments, and modifies their own
arguments As necessary. Hearing rules
'and procedures are also developed at this
plise.)

-

PHASE V Hearing (Actual hearing, presentation of
irguments, judgment by jury.)

1. Construct soldtion in written form.

2. Aistribute scilution 01 (anonymous rpsponse) for

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

other possible problem analyses;
flaws in problem analysis;
flaws in solution;
improvements to solution;
alternative solutions; 4

sequence suggestions%
any other remotely helpful

suggestions/ideas/criticisms4,1

.\

Construc solUtion in written form.

DELPHI

3. Re-construct solution.

4. Dittribote solution 02, etc.

INTENT: 1)

2)

3)

LIMITED DELPHI

(D41 //2)

Raise questions which had not been
considered ..,

Generate ideas which had not occurred to
decision-maker

Obtain criticism which might not other-
wise surface.

2. Distribut solution 01 to Sample group (anonymous

A. other pOssible problem afiflyses;
f1aWS-4- problem analysirst

C. flaws in solution;
D. impr6iements to solutioni.

E. alternative solutions; T

F. sequence suggestions;
any other remotely helpful suggestions/ideas/criticism1.

3. Re-colOstruct solution.

response) for

42
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POWER

"The capabitity to keduce the optiona o6
otheAa to a dichotomou4 choicez athe4
comply cm.

11

"The witi,ilgneaa (implying capabdity)
to uaeloAce." (Dr. Walt Foley, out of .

Mosca, Pareto,\Mschiavelli)

"The capabitity to achieve enda without
116.4* miane." (Means implying influence
rather than power)

"In tome 06 degnee, the ex(ent to witich
one can limit the optkona o6 otheu."

A

AUTHORITY
r

"The. chatacteit o6 a 6okmat communication

a Ommat onganizottion." (Barnard)

Exhibtt 10

in

Line or legitimate authority is the right to
exercise command.

Reward (punishment) authority relates to the
nuniiii7 of incentives at one's command, the

capability to positively (or negatively) affect
others.

Expert authority is the amount of knowledge one
can bring to bear`on a substantive problem or
opportunity.

Charismallic authority is sheer force of person-

ality, effectiveness of emotional appeal.

Referent authority ts the capacity to generate
in others the Aesire to emulate, copy, paXteen
after.

INFLUENCE

The capability to affect outcomes without
limiting Options.

Affecting outcomes without responsibility
for consequences.

Utilizing means to achieve ends.

RESPONSIBILIT Y.

'Accountability for the performance or non-
performance of assigned duties.

Responsibility is a two-stage process, not
delegable beyond this.

TYPES QF ORGANIZATIONS
(Etzioni)

NORMATINE: Organizations which use member-
ship, status, and intrinsic value rewqrds
for motivation. 6

UTILITARIAN: Rational-legal organizations
which are recognized by members having
some legitimate authority over them.

COERCIVE: Concentration and ROW camps,
prisons and correctional institutions,
custodial mental hospitals, coercive unions.

(EtziotriAIBERS
TYPES OF

r

"MORAL": Intrinsically values the miss4on of
the organization and his/her part in it.

CALCULATIVE: Minimally involved, a day's work
for a day's pay.

ALIENATIVE: Not psychologically involved, in
fact, anti-organization. Often coerced into
membership.

"ME ASSM10"(liAINE AA) ORGANIZATIONS
We

1) Whenever, people join together in any activity, some will seek to take advantage of Others al'
of the group's power. This is the LAW OF AGGRANDIZEMENT.

(2) The continued existence of the organization must never be imperiled 6om within. This ts the

LAW OF GROUP SURVIVAL.

3) No oA can be counted upon to reveal the real reasons for what hker she does. This is the

LAW OF RATIONALIZATION.

4) Only egotists favor the reasons theykiike best, rather than the 'arguments that convince others
and are least vulnerable to counterattack. .This is the LAW or SELF-INTEREST.

No one in anylorganization has absolute control over any activity or any group. This is the

LAW OF CONSTRAINTS.

6) Everyone la an organization has the capability'of exerting pressure on others to a greater or

lesser extent. This is the LAW OF INFLUENCE.



POWER

EHICLE

(WHERE ON

CONT I NUUM?

H I GH OR LOW?)

I NFLUcriut (IDENTIFY AND
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CONDUCTING MEETINGS
1

I. Introduction

Meetings which, don't help managers reach a godl or objective,

are really tocial events.

B. "Meetings are by definition a concéssign to a Aeficient organila-n

tion for one either meets or one works. One cagnot do both at.

f

the same time." (Peter Drucker)

C. Although 'people may think ind wite and plan,alone, almost

everything we do is actually held together by face-to-face

meetings of 'one sort or another.

D. Meetings-help oubt, reduce anxiety (or raise it) convey

a level of commitment, nd provide an arena in which it is

difficult to hide the-fact that information is being hidden;

the give-and-take of meetings serves to legitimize decisions'

reached and produce the emotional commitmeRt needed to effect

1.

them.

II. Purposes of meetins

A. To define the grOup--those present belong; those not, doe't,

B. To control'and direct change

C. To compensate for a,strong4tendency toward divergency

D. To compensate for a high level Of diversity within the group

tlE. To provide motivation, to inflUe to have an impact

F. To enhance communication within the group
1

Drucker/Peter; The Lffectiye ExCeptive. New York: Harper and Raw.,^1967:

//
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G. To plan

H. To modify or .imProve the skills andlknowledge of the group

To,hetp members.understand tiow their contributions address e'

.the aim of the-group:.
.

,

-k J. To create commitment to diptAionsw
1111

i K. To provide an opportunity'for t group leader to lead,

L. -To provide a status arena
.

M. To provide a link bridge between the formal organization

represented by the ganization chart and the informal

organization, represented by the.more effective coMmunications

network

.

N. TO keep conflict eyeball-to-eyeball
'

.t

0: To serve as'e\d!adline for cdMpletion of assignments

A

01Ii% Kinds of meetings--meetings can be anaryzed by:.

:
.

WO4t1;°

A: Size ("assemblies," "coUncils," "committees1 and-cost;

B. Frequency;

C:, sCompositin Cparailel _task, groups, diVerse group's, etc.Y;

D. Motlation (the nature of the eche-sive and impelling force);

E. Decision process .(the manner,in wii.ch qcisions are reached}.

IV. Preparations for thetpeeting

fl

A. Defining theobjective
A

1. io inforril

2: TO,Iptstruct
1

4 3. To pt-an.

4. To clarify

.b5. To create

6..To decide

46
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B. "Item analysis" of ajenda gene

1. Informative-digestive

2. ConOtructive-driginative,

3. Executive responsibilities

C. The "Rules Framework" for ongoing groups

D. Basic "peopleq considerations

1. Allow as feW people as possible to attend the mgeting..0

2. Make certain the right people are at the meeting.

3. Appropriate use of optional meetings.
4,

Basit "p4pee'considerations.

-.-

1. Early versus late--where shoulfl certain items be placed?
,

2. Which items unify and which items divide the group?

3. Which items are urgent and.which items are important?

4. How lohg..,should the agenda.be?

5. How should items be labeled?
/. ,

6. Kow should "other'business" be handled?,

7.-Should the agenda be circulated in advance?

11

The mvting leader's job:

A. 'Listen in-order to Understand rather than t6 refute or argue.
1

B. Assume re0onsibility for accurate communication. ,

C. Be sensiiive to unexpressed feelings.

D. Protect minority viewpoints.

E. Keep the discussion on the topic and moving ahead.

F. Identifylond narrow differences.

G. Provide for,some fooling around.

H. Summarize each agenda item'.

t-(-;
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S.

I. Announce decisions reached.

J. Develop mannerisms which will facilitate progress.

K. Allow or discourage "strokes" as appropriate.

1. Positive strokes

2. Negative strokes

, 3. Blurred strokes
t,

4. Crooked strokes

5. Non-strokes

,VI. -People factors during the meeting--some questions

A. Does the meeting start on time (no positive reinforcement for,

being late)?

Does the leader arrange suitable seating? (See small group

ecology section of Organizationd4 Behavior, Chapter Two.)

C. Does the leader control chronic talkers?'

D. -Does the leader draw out non-contributors?
A

E. Does the leader protect the weak and juniew members of the group?

f. Does the leader encourage the clash of ideas and Manage a heated

aiscussion in A positive way?,

G. Does the leadei- avoid the t'suggestion squashing reflex"?
10,

1 H. Does the lender consult group members in an appropriate order?

'VII. *Dealing with'meeting dominators

A. The obvious meeting dominator

B. The cleVer meeting dominator

C. Intervention strategies for problem members

VIII. After the meetingsuggestions

A. Evaluate the session.

B. Write and distribute minutes, with action items underlined and

responsible petson's naMe in parentheses forhowing.
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THE EFFECTIVE EXECUfIq

W .ek
.The Effective Executive filp series, althou9h somewhat dated in terms

of dress and occasional ireferences, s a basicone might.tay.profound-- 4

overview of management. Based indirectly on the book of the same name
1

by

Peter Drucker, it is a five-film series produced and distributed by BNA

Films.
2

It addresses resource allocatton ("Focus on Tomorrow"), decision

making and dissent ("Effective Decisions"), staff4ng ("Siaffing for Strength"),

time effectiveness ("Managing Time"), and organizational contributions

("What Cmi I Contribute?"). The entire sequence takes about ten to twelve

hours and can be pre'sented ln five two-hour seSsions.

I. "Focus on Tomorrow"

A. 'Project/product/activ.ity categories

1. Yesterday's breadwinners

2. Today's breadwinners

1

3. Tomorrow's breadwinners

4. Specialists

5. Sleepers S.

6. Investments in managerial ego

7. Repair jobs

B. Allocation of .human resources (Don't put a half person on ajob

and don't split people between toilay and tomorrow.)

Drucker, 'Peter, The Effective Executive. New York: Hirper and Row, 1967:

2
BNA Films, 5615 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20852.
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u.

C. Success and risk

D Problems and opportunities

E. Trends vs; changes in trends

II. "Effective Decisions".

A. Decisions as choices among alternatives

B. FaCts vs. opinionS,

C. The right decision.s :or tHe iirong problems

D. Irib problems reqyire two solutionst

E. 'Dissent as the essential ingredient in decision making

III. "Staffing for Stre,ngth"

A. What can this person do uncommonly well vs. what can this

person not do

B. Treating the old-timers "right"

C. Professionals vs.. managers

D. Has the achiever earned the right to be d.kagreeable?

IV. "Managing Time"

I A. Identification of specifiC time,wasters

B. Implications of timi-ineffective behavior

C. The time log

D. The importance of extended uninterrupted time

V. "What Can I Contribute?"

A. A job well done does not deserve a promotion.

B. A job expanded does deserve a promotion.

a

C. The arrogance of the expert

D. What can I and no one else do which, if done well, will make

a significant contribution to this organization?

E. Finding the right things to do vs. doing things right

50



TEAM BUILDING AND CONFLICVRESOLUTION

'441

This outline is based on the experiences.of TRW, Inc., and their

efforts to incorporate team buildiaand matrix organization into, their

coMpany. It became apparent that conflict Invariably accompanies attempts

at team building, and rather than merely bemoan the existence

° conflict, it was iMperative to recognize it and to develop strategh for

managing

I. ObjedtiveS-
v.

A. To identify the kinds of circumstances in which team building is

appropriate or necessary and, by implication, the circumstances

A which do not suggest teaming

Y: To stressAhe inevitable interrelatedness of team building and the

need for some kind of conflict resolution technique

,7

C.'"-.

1
stress the interrelatedness among organizational development,

-6 work culture, and team building

D.- To compute line/staff and matrix organization

E. To identify thg characteristics of an effective team

)
, F. fo identify the characteristics of an ineffective team

G. To 'identify the psychological essential of team-work

H. To present one method for dealing with the conflict generated by
d) . 1- -

teaming (For this purpose, the two-film set Team Building and 'coOqiCli:..

110tution from BNA Films will be used.)



c.'

II. Definitions

A. kganizatpial developmentA long-term program of systematiC

attention:to the WORK CULTURE of an organization, and efforts to

modify it when necessary 5o as to permit more effective use of

talent within the o. rganization.

B, Work cultur,eThe habitual patterns of communication between

departmedts a4nd-indiyidua1s, *especially with regard to perceptions

of each other's roles, behavior, and attitudes.

Team buildin9-4eriodic'attempts by a group of people w se jobs

ai-e interrelated to examine how effectively they function as a

team, to identify barriers to their collaboration, and to mutually

undertake to reduce or eliminate those barriers.

III. Team-Building vs. Sensitivity Training

A. Teaffi-building sessions are briefer than sensitivity sessions.

B. Team-buildi/IsessiOns are held more frequently, often on a regular

baSis.

Team-Ifuilding seSsions involve individuals wit actually work together

rather than strangers.

D. Team building focusoson ppecific aspects of behavior related to

work, and it seeks commitments to try to alter certain habitual

behavior ...patternt in more helpful directions.

IV, Chara.tteristics of an Effective Team

A. Agreement on the primary task

.B, Open communication

Q. Mutual trust

D; Mutual support

Mapagement of differences
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F. Selective use of.ttie -team concept

G. Team members skilled in task roles

H. Team members skilled in maintenance roles

V. Characteristics of an Ineffective Team,

A. Ideas are presented and ignored

B, Presence of hair-splitting argumentation

C. Inability or reluctance to deal with the monopolizer, the arguer,

the silent member

0. Hidden agendas

E. Sparring and one-upmanship

F. Vicious or hard-hitting humor

G. Constant deferring of tough decisions

H. Over-reliance on the forma) leader

VI. Symptoms of Disintegration

A. The,ability of a subordinate to disagree persistently with his/her

managtrs

B. The "let Oeorge dO'it" syndrome

C. Ihe need to4Okame

40 U. They or we

E. Schism.S and cliques

F. The prevalence and intensity of politicking

V I. The Psychological Essential of Team-work

A. Integrated activities

B. Competent people

C. Common goals

D. Commitment to working with others

0
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CHAPTER THREE

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Any group or combination of teachers and administrItors can begin

this staff development program in its own district; however, the experience

of the authors demonstrates that the program will not "get off the ground"

without the'support of the top district administration. In addition,

particularly in districts with strong teacher.bargaining units, program

.planners should consult with teacher representatives to assure them that

the activities of the-program are for the benefit of the volunteers who

wish to participate and that the time spent is,not a violation of the

negotiated contract.

fhe second step involves the etablishment of a management system.

Certified staff members should be the prime managers of the program,

2
supported by an interested central-office administrator with clerical help.

.The steering committee (management committee) generally is composed of

eight to ten teachers with one or two administrators. In addition to

planning and directing th, entire project, teams of steering cOmmittee

members-receive discrete assignments related to certain project activities.

Suggested subcommittees (strands) for the project include those for aspira-

tion, awareness, skill bufiding, sponsorship,,and internship. Each of

these strands is composed of one or two members of the steering committee

plus other interested teachers. Five to seven persons generally will

function effectively in each strand. After the strands have been formed,

an interested teacher in each building should be recruited to act as alm,

liaison person to explain project activities. Remember to include interested

men on the various committees.

'7
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Thts project is not easy to manage. There are several pitfalls that

will be encountered along the way. Perhaps our experience will be of help

in avoiding them.

Administrative support for the program will range from enthusiastic

through neutral.to negative. Obviously, some of the neutral support can

be changed to positive s4port through the influence of an interested

superintendent of schools. In.addition, however, the project managers

must always be sensitive to the fact that even the enthusiastic adminis-
.1

trator may feel some threat as he or she sees aeveloping a po6tof capable

and administratively well-quilified teachers, all'of whom are eager to

enter the ranks of school administration. The threat is compounded by the

fact that this staff develropment program intervenes in the process of hiring

and promotion within which present administrators have learned to function.

As the teachers who are active in the project gain visibility and

achthnistrative certification, competition among members will increase and

group ideniification will decrease. Since a healthytompetitiveness is

a handy instrument for survival inethe world of-school administration, it

will be necessiry to changel this tendency away from occasional "inlfighting."

Provide opportunities for frank discussion of the difference between com-

peting.for administrative or leadership roles and the debilitating subliminal

behavior that tends to defeat the goals of the group.

In sUmmary, however, the process does work and can be disseminated to other

districts. Of the four systems in which the authors worked during the period

of funding from the Women's Educational Equity Act Program, all four have

organized a project management system and ire planning sponsorship programs

4

during the 1978-79 school yeir. Three districts are also institutin the

mini-internship program, and one district has asket for funds to implement

Jr6
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the entire program. All tOildistricts conducted cognitive and

building workshops for staff during the.1977-78 School year. These work- ,

e

shops were attended by teachers during out-of-school time, on a volunteer

basis. Workshop attendance mieraged forty teachers per workshop. ,

In the fifth Aistrict, which has been involved in the program for

Jour years, 50 percent of the persons on the original strand committees
. 4111

are nq longer employed in the district as classroom teachers but are-

-

working either as administrators or in curriculum leadership positions.

Nine of the eleven persons on the steering committee are working as

administrators or in district leadership positions, and the tenth is

graduate'school. More than two,kundred women and more thanlifty

! men participated in p f the training sequence. Women now/heaa a

large majority of district committees, t k groups, and proj ct teams.

This was not die-case in 1975. Five women,and two men appl ed for the

most recent opening as,an'elementary principal, whereas a common complaint

in previous years had been t#e lack of qualified female ipplicants.
.

It appears that the program.can operate in a eyel, with intensive

activity about every five years.. After interested te chers have been
0

reached, profect activity can be scaled to a maintenance phase and include
\

only the experiential component for'the last three years of the five-year

pRiotf. At that time, requests for cognitive and skill-building activities

again become mote frequent.

Women and other minorities constitute.a relatively untapped source

of educational leadership,'and many of them are capable of outstanding

contributions in the field. It is the professional.and moral responsibility '

of the dedicated educator to help .tap this pool of talent.

57
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SURVEY OF. EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASPIRATIONS

This quetionnairO' has been p pared by a committee representing Leadership
Development for'Prospective/Administrators (LDPA). , This is a program whose
goals are to/enable women/and minorities to (1),attain the skills and
(2) receive/the orientation necessary for administrative advancement. The
program/it a series gractivities open to allistaff.

The/p6rpose of thi's survey is to gather baseline data and to provide
difection for.the program. YourS response wil1 remain confidential. Please
jOb not sign the form. A summary of the res lts will be made available.

Please complete this questionnaire--it is essbtial that we have a realistic
picture of administrative aspirations within ttie district, and such data
are presently unknown. Your cooperation is appreciated. Feel free to add
additional comments on the back of.the last pap. Please return to your,

_school office by January 9.

1. Sex

Male

(1)

CHECK THE RESIOfSES WHICH APPLY TO YOU:

Female,:r

(2)

z
2. Minorities

Ethnic minority

Not an ethnic minori

3. Total years ed cational -work experience, classroom and non-classroom

4.

5 under

6 to 10'

(3)

11 to 15

16 to 20 .

(4)

over

Present employment is:

Classroom.teacher

5. Main responsibility at whicli level?

Elementary
(1) (1)

Admirstrator 4' Junior Migh
(2) (2)

Other (Project leader, media Senior High
(3) 'specialist, counselor, etc.) (3)

K-12'

(4)
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6. ,Total years of administrative experience:

0 11 to 15
-(1) (4) .

1 td .5. 16 to 2a
(2) / (5)

_. 6 to 10 over 20
(3) (6)

.

7. Have you requested to be on the LDPA mailing list?

( 1 )

yes

no

(2)

8.. Have you ever considered a career ir?'educatiOnal adwiniStrion?
,

yes
41"

no -

f

-(2)

9. Do you presently aspire,to a position in educational admihistration?

yes Lindecided

no

(2)

10. What is t.4..3-6tus a your certification im educational administration?

())

( 2 )

(4)

I am nbt interested in becoming certified.

I am undecided about becoming certified.

I plan to begin working toward certification,

I am working toward certification. .

In Oat area?

I am certified.

(5) In what area?

e
416.
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Would you like your name in'the .LDPA file bf candidates for adminigtrative
positions? *ff so,, please add: (Additional inforlation will be solicited
at a.later date.)

NAME_ SCHOOL JE,

If you prefer not pVting your name on this survey., please ball our office
(398-2439) and we wt,11 be glad to include your name in our file.

If you are not now vrsuing an admini.strativeikirser, please indicate you't
reason or reasons..

11. I prefer my present position.

12. do not expect to work in education for more than a few years.

13. - I do not have enough years remaining in my career to justify-the
time and ffort required.

14. I do not feel that I can afford the time and expense to become
certified.4

15. I am nOt interested in:bu ing the system and pushing myself
forward.

.I.do not feel confident that I could sUcceed as an administrator.
A

My famiTY would not support my fforts in that direction.

_
Other:

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE FOLLOWING?

19. Qualified women anA minorities should be in administrative positions
as,role models to increase examples of career awareness and aspirations.

agree

- di sagree

tr 20. Placement of qualified. women in administrative positipns should be a
district. priority.

-4.7. 41pres, - .

i
--(1171, q.,,

Q1J t-- s , -" ..

. A di qlree1
1t
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.
21. Placement of qualified minorities in administrative pAitiOns should.,

ibe a district policy.

(1)

agree

disagree
(2)

22. I would 'to another school system in-order to advance or maintain
lda career i ucattonal admirnstration. ,

..

to

, agree

(1)

(2)

(3)

disagree
vc1.

does not apply; not interested in educational administration

23. If,you cOuld choose your boss would you prefer:

to work for a male adninistrator
(1)

(2)

(3)

A

to work for a female administrator

no preference

1
24. Indicate how you'would actually feel aboutyorking as an educational

administrator. (Assume that you have adequate educational preparatton
to get the job.)

I aM not interested in working as an edUcational administrator.'
I`

I would actively seek out an opportunity to be an administrator.
(.If there were a reasonable chance of getting into this work
and succeeding, you would make a great effort to get the job.)

I would gladly accept an opportunity to be an administrator.
(You would like a suitable administrative position, but you
probably wouldn't do anything.special to get the job.)

I might be willing to consider an opportunity to be an adminis-
trator.* (If you were offered such a job, you would think
seriously a4out accepting it.)
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SPONSORSHIP PROGRA

LEADERSHIP CANDIDATE/SPONSOR INTERACTION REORI

To satisfy the goals of a meaningful sponsorship_program, each leadership
'candidate4sponsor pair will he expected to earn at least ten (10) points

I' v .from the following list of suggestpq activities.
,...,

A. Monthly meetings at planned times are strongly
recommended to sustain a good program and, tch
this reason, extra points will be awarded for
those who ach ieve th is gowl .( 3 points) .

B. Leadersh,ip candidate may attend.the following
function,: with sponsor (2 points eai.11):

1. Board meeting

2. Activity of Executive Development Academy

3..Meeting required of sponsor (cabinet,
principals' meeting, etc.)

4. Workshop:

, 5. Luncheon meeting

6. Professional organization.meetings (IASA,
Secondary Principals AssOciation, etc.)

7. Functions to which sponsor is invited
because of aff.iliation with district

8. Others:

C. Leadership candidate may observe the sponsor
in activities such as (1 point each):

1. Conducting a meeting

2. interviewing prospectiye employees.

D. Sponsor may assign leadership candidate
a reaponsibitity such as:

1. 'Chairing a committee (3 points)

2. Being a committee memker (2 points)

3. Being the sponsor's representative
to a meeting

67 ", .

DATE POINTS

Oct.. Feb.

Nov. Mar.

Dec._

Jan. May

-
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E. Leadership ,candidate and sponson,may
discuss the following (II point each):

1, yertification re4uirements or other
requirements for the administrative
position

2. Job description

3. Interview Skills (role playing suggested)

4. CR administrative structure

5. CR budget procedures

6. Sponsor's career path

7. Scheduling of classes

8. Skills necessary when dealing with the
community

9. Policy and decision making on .

building and district levels

10.,Impact of negotiations

U. Daily routine and commitments

12. Handling adverse criticism

13. ResponSibilities of school board

14. Line/staff organizational patterns

15. Compensation irmn admlnistrative position

16. Other pertinent subjects

F. LeaderShip candidate may spend severs], hours
working with sponsor on a project for which
the sponsor is responsible (3 points).

.r

TOTAL POINTS.

-.0,
68 r,/
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A GREAT LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITY

A ten-dayMNI-INTERNSHIP will again be offered for up to 12 certified staff
members. This experience will prOvide an opportunity for individuals to
explore their interest and potential in the area of administration and will
increase their understanding of-afiministrative skills and functions. The
intern experience can be either of a position (e.g., building administrator,t
Director of Personnel) or may involve building-level or central-office place'.
ment as a.function (e.g., budget, cu7iculum planning, evaluation).

A limit of 12 positions necessitates a sOection process--a written application
with vita, references, and an interview. The mini-internship will begin in
January. If selected, you will be absent from your regular asAnment for
apOroximately five days, although not necessarily five consecutive days.
Substitutes will be provided. The experience will additionally involve 40
hours (five 8-hour days) for administrative training tessions and project
development, which will be reimbursed at the,prevailing mini-grant rate. Your
participation in the MINI-INTERN,EXPERIENCE will be contingent upon the approval
of your supervisor.

If you are interested ip this program:

1. discuss with your supervisor the implications of application
and possible selection;

2. complete the attached form;

3. attend the INFORMATION MEETING on at

iN
in.Room

Please complete arild return to the office before
! We will expect you atothe meeting unless you notify us otherwise.

INTEREST APPLICATION FOR MINI-INTERNSHIP

\NAM1_,_

gVILDING TELEPHONE
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MINI-INTERNSHIP

. FORMAL APPLICATION

NAME POSITION

BUILDING

A. PLEASE INDICATE 111E 1YF'E OF EVERIENCE(S) YOU WISH TO EXPLORE. CHECK SEWRAL1

CHOICES -HAT I T YOU.

RXITIS FUNCTION

Li ELEPENT Y PRINCIPAL

SECONDARY PR I NCI PAL

0 ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL

0 COORDINATOR OF

CilkUDGET DEVELOPMENT

CURRICULUM PLANWNG

0. CONDUCTING MEETINGS, WORKSHOPS

0 COMMUNITY RELATIONS

0 OPTIONAL PROGRMS

,0 I NSTRUCT I ONAL SERV I CES Arm NI SVilDR El STAFFING

TITLE: 0 SUPERVISION OF PERSONNEL

OPERATIONAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR D EVALUATION

TITLE: 0 CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

0 BUS I NESS SERV Ias ADMI N I STRATOR 0 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

TITLE: *0 HANDLING DISCIPLINE

0.011-1ER: 0 OTHER: .

B. PLEAS_1.1ST TWO (2) RffEIEN(FS '1110 PAY BE CONTACTED BY THE SELECTION CORI I IE.

, fin ADDRESS TELIDIDNE
,

2.) .

C. PLEASE INDICAE 1HE PERSON WHO WILL BE METING AND RETURNING YOUR WRIIIEN

RECO'llENLATICIN: 4

RETURN THIS APPLICATION TO THE OFFICE I3Y NOVEMBER I.

YOUR VITA AND THE WRITTEN RECOMENDATION WILL ALSO BE DUE NOVEMBER 1.

70
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a.

MINI-INTERNSHIP

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING APPLICANTS' VITAE

I. ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT: (15 points)

a. Inclusiveness Does it indicate the variety ,of experiences you have had?

b. Accomplishment orientation; Does it indicate what you have accomplished
as well as describe what you have done?

c. Logical orientation - Does the arrangement reflect areas that you wanikto
focus on first?

d. Appropriateness Is ttee information included complete and accurate, yet
still pert4nent to ydur qualifications for the position?

II. FORM AND FORMAT: (15 points)

a. .Appearance Does ft look well organized? Is the format distinctle2

b.
.

Readabillit Does the organization malkce it easy to read? Is the
information condensed in such a way to increase readability?

c. Grammar and Punctuation - Is the wording appropriate? Is it correct?

'd. Writing Style,- Are the sentences succinct yet adequate?,

IS THE DOCUMENT A REFLECTION OF YOUR_GOALS,NOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND TALENTS?
DOES IT INDICATE YOUR POTENTIAL?

CONTENT FOR POSSIBLE I 'LUSION LN YOUR VITA

Your objectives

Educational background formal, workshops, academic recognition and honors

Presentations and Publications/

Profea'sional ork experience

Other fessiona experionce:, teaching, .curriculum development, othetoreas,
Afiajor responsibllities,-committee .a14110ment's,

special projects

fessional\or nizadons

Com9unity organizatiOns
4.0 414 . 71



MINIINTERNSHIP

INIERVIN

SAMPLE QUESTIONS
a.

1. WHY ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE INTERNSHIP?
s

2. WHAT DO YOU FEEL ARE YOUR STRENGTHS IN YOUR PROFESSION?

3. IN WHAT WAYS HAVE..YOU USED YOUR LEADERSHIP AN6 MANAGEMENT SKILLS?

SAMPLE CRITERI

1 2 3 4 5

ASSERTIVENESS

1 2 3 LI 5

ABILITY TO EXPRESS IDEAS

2 3 4 5

PERCEPTION OF MANAERIAL SKILLS



OCTOBER 1.

OCTOBER 6

NOVEMBER 1

NmEMBER 8 24

-DECEMBER 3

'DECEMBER 6

DECEMBER 8 17

JANUARY 3 17

JANuARy 17 MAY 13

JANUARY 15
FEBRUARY426._

JANUARY 30

FEBRUARY 15

MAY 13

MAY 13

MAY 16 .20

PROFOSED TITLINE

INFORMAL APPLICATIONSJAIE:,

. INFORMATION MEETING

FORMAL APPLICATION, VITA, RECOMMENDATIONS DUE

SELECTION PROCESS

EVALUATION OF SELECTION'PROCESS DUE

ANNOUNCEMENT OF INTERNS SELECTED

FEEDBACCTO CANDIDATES

ORI9TATION MEETING FOR INTERNS

INTEN EXPERIENCE

MANAGEMENT TRAINING SESSIONS

INTERNS' TJMELINE DUE

INTERNS' KEY TASK DUE

SUPPORT MEETINGS (GNE REQUIRED)

ADMINISTRATORSj AND INTERNS' EVALUATIONS DUE

FINAL REPORT AND PROJECT REPORT DUE

FINAL MEETING

S
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APPENDIX C

WOMEN IN ADMINISTRATION

TITLES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA

JANUARY '1977-JUNE 1979
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4

WOMEN IN ADMINISTRATION

TITLES ANdIBIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA

January 1977 - June 1979

"About Those Few Women Who Scale he Heights of School Management," American
School Board Journal (June '76), 163:24-7.

"Academy's New Girl Netwqrk," Change, vol. 1 (e-July '78), #6, pp. 18-21.

"Administrative Internships: Approaching the Job Market Creatively,'
Vocational:pidance Quarterly (March 79), 27:265-9.

"Administrative Internships: A New Conceptualiiation," Planning,and Changing,
vol. 9,#1, pp. 55-62.

"American Public Scho751 Administration: 141Short Analysis," School Reviyd,
iol. 86 (February.'78), #2, pp. 217-50.

."Are.Women-Underqualified for Leadership?" Phi Delta Kappan (November' 77),
59:207.

"Authority Positions for Women: PrinCipalshivs in Public Education," Contemporarl
Education, vol. 48 (Summer '77), #4, pp. 206-10.

"The Black Women in School Administration," Integrated/Education, vol. 15 4July-
August '77), #4, pp., 34-7.

"Characteristics and Perceptions of WoMen Certified for Supervisory and 4dmiffis-
trative Positions ip Illinois," Ulinois School Research and Development,
vol. 14 (Winter.'78), #2, pp. 45-51.

"Effectiveness of Affirmative Aaion for Women," Higher Education (MaVJune '78),
49:218-30:

"EncOuraging.Women to Enter Administration," NASSP Bulletin (May '78), 62:114-19.

"Federal Funds: Women's Educational Equity Act," American Vucation, vol. 13
(December '77), #10, pp. 28-9.

"Fighting Se;( Discrimination in School," McCalls (January '79), 164:44.

"From One Who Made ft: Advice to Women on Their Way Up in School Administraation,"
American School Board Journal (July '78), 165:27-8.

"How Do Women Administrators View Job Satisfaction and DisCrimination?" National
Association of Women Deans and Counsel'ors Journal (November '78), 41:67-8+.

"How Men Really Feel About Promoting Women," Redbook (November '78), Z52:57-8+.

"How To Tell If You're Discriminating Against Would-Be Women Administrators and"
What To Do About It If You Are," American School'Board Journal (June '76), '
163:19-23.

"How Women and Minorities Rank in U.S. Education" Interracial Books for Children"
Bulletin (February '77), #8, pp. 4-5.
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"Humanistic Supervision: Getting Women Into the Inner Circle," Catalyst for
Change, vol. 7 (Wtnter '!8), #2, pp. 14-164.4.7

"No'Room at the Top," American Educatipn, vol. 13.(June '77), 20-1, 261
e.

"Organizational Effectiveness and the WdMan Administrator," NASPA Journal, vol.
e 16 (February.27), #2, pp. 43-7.

"Perceptions of Membership and Women in Administration: ImpliCation for Pubjic
Organization," Administration Plus Society, vol. 10 (May '78), #1, pp. 33-48.:,

"Professional Development for Women," Current Issues in Higher Education ('76),
31:87-96.

"Rise and DeCline of Women Administrators,' National Elementary Principal
(Ndvember,'76), 56:53-4.

"Sex biscrimination in School Administration," Phi Delta Kappan (April '77),
.58:644-5.

ro

"SurlAdy Of the Status.of Females iv the School World," Phi Delta Kappan (June.'78)
59:718. .

1 S
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"To Adfance Women: A Natural Identification Program," Educational Record (Winter
.., '77), 58:91-1,19.

"Training Women for Administration," National Association of Women Deans and
Counselors Journal (Fall '78), 42:16-22.

"Vanfshing Ladies: Women Principals Today," Delta Kappa Gamma Bulletin (SumMer
'77), $3:5679. :-/-\

i.

"Will Women Administrators Need Government jntervention?" NASPA Journal, vol. 15
(Spring '78), #4, pp. 37-38.

"Women and Administration: Confrontation or. Accommodation?" Theory into Practice
.(October '76), 15:294; or Edpcation Digest (March '77), 42:39-42.

"Women in Education," Change (November '77), 9:9:

"Women in Education," Phi Delta Kap an.(April '79), 60:b83-9.

4 "Women in Educational Administration: Profiles and Resources;" NASSP Bulleti9,
'vol. 61 (September '77), #410, pp. 101-106.

"Women in Management: Moving Up?" Social Work, vol. 22 (November '77), #6,,pp.
512-4.
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"Women in Management: A Research Review," Journal of Applied Psychology (Decemberr:

'77), 62:647-64.

"Women in School Administration: A Case Analysis," Urbah Education .(July '78),
13:218-36.

"Women: Trading the Classroom in for SupervisorY,Roles," American Secondary
Education (September '77), 7:32-4.


